THE HPT MOTION SERIES IS DEDICATED TO AN ACTIVE LIFESTYLE AND SUITED FOR A WIDE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES. A MIX OF FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS AND INNOVATIVE MATERIALS CREATE A UNIQUE CONCEPT THAT PUTS MOBILITY AT ITS CENTER. WITH THEIR LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN, THESE PACKS ARE MADE TO BE IN MOTION.

So far the MOTION Series consists of the 20L ARC and the 25L ELLIPSE.

The Motion Series features a unique back panel design. The HPT signature pattern is used to create a 3D foam panel that ensures a better airflow and reduces pressure points while carrying the bag. This 3D pattern is also applied on the shoulder straps.

An integrated compartment fits laptops up to 15’ and can also be used to store hydration systems. Two bladder accesses offer the right flexibility to adjust it to your personal preferences.

An Spandex-layer on the outside adds a second level of functionality to the MOTION Series. Even if the main compartment is filled up, the outside still offers extra space. It is the perfect place to store wet jackets. Thanks to the layer design, the inside of the bag is protected from water while the stretchable layer allows for the jacket to dry. This stretchable layer offers great flexibility and becomes the perfect place to store water bottles, snacks or whatever needs to be easy accessible.

Both packs offer a unique hip belt construction. The hip belt that can be used as a simple adjuster, or it can be combined with two extra hip belt pockets, which are separately available. If not needed they can be just removed completely.

Special stress points are made out of Hypalon to ensure the best possible durability. This way extra functions can be easily integrated. Like on the zipper garages, which become extra attachment points.

Materials: 210 D Rip Stop Nylon Melange with PEVR lamination, 420 D Nylon PU coated, Nylon Spandex, YKK Zippers (PU laminated), Hypalon

RRP: ARC: 135,00 EUR / 145,00 USD  
      ELLIPSE: 150,00 EUR / 160,00 USD

The MOTION Series will be available for pre-order at www.heimplanet.com in autumn 2016 and in-store, starting spring 2017.